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Abstract

Artificial  vision  for  manufacturing  is  a  very  important  step  when  the  process  is
automatic, so to improve productivity with high quality, this investigation presents a
new method for manufacturing by applying artificial intelligence for tool selection; in
the proposed method, a camera takes a picture and artificial program is applied to
process the image and thus generate it to the size of the cutting tool. This chapter
describes the development of a new method by programming using artificial vision to
select the cutting tool. The experimental results show that the combination of artificial
vision and programming is capable of selecting the correct tool.

Keywords: artificial vision, cutting tool, artificial intelligence, image, manufacture

1. Introduction

In recent years,  artificial  vision is  impacting the manufacturing process due to the mass
adoption in different lines of research such as robotics [1, 2], machining [3, 4], and automotive
[5], among others. However, numerous variables affect the machining process, for example,
tool materials, total error compensation, concepts of autonomous manufacturing, and process
condition monitoring, among others. On the other hand, the computer vision for cutting
condition  effects  as  roughness  (presented by  Sarma et  al.  [6]),  the  prediction  of  cutting
conditions (by Gadelmawla et al. [7], and path generation are included for milling Compu‐
terized Numerical Control (CNC) machines (by Eladawi et al. [3]).

At present, the development of a system capable of recognizing complex features for tool
selection in commercial computer‐aided manufacturing (CAM) transfers this task to the
workers who do it based on their own experience, ability, and knowledge. The literature on
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automatic tool selection using image processing is minimal; on the other hand, simple and
easy to implement algorithms are the core of this method [8].

2. Artificial vision in manufacture

This research presents a new technique based on artificial vision using image processing for
automatic tool selection in operations of milling‐turning manufacture.

The proposed method starts recognizing an image taken by a photographic camera. Then,
different techniques of image processing are applied, such as binarization to convert the image
of gray scale to black and white; after segmentation to reduce the contour or increase it if
necessary; directional morphology to determine the magnitude, position, and direction of edge
of the part; and finally, a structural element with the shape of the tool is moved to generate the
trajectory and dimensions of the cutting tool [9].

3. Artificial vision in lathe

This research consists of eight steps for machining 2D objects mainly for two‐axis lathe
machines: in step 1, an image designed in CAD or taken from a camera is extracted and saved
to a DXF file; the next step (step 2) consists of transforming the DXF file to the BMP file (image);
in step 3, a binarization is applied to convert the image to grayscale; step 4 consists of labeling
to separate the object of the picture; in step 5, the perimeter of the piece is obtained; in step 6,
a partial derivative to obtain the gradient in the edge of the piece is applied; in step 7, a structure
element with the shape of the tool is moved in the image; and finally, in steps 8 and 9, a
condition is applied to determine if there is no intersection between the selected tool and the
object to generate the selection of the tool and the trajectory [9].

The method for automatic selection of the tool consists in identifying when an element
structure with the shape of the tool travels in each pixel on the edge of the part in the image.
If there is an intersection between the cutting tool and the workpiece, then the diameter of the
cutting tool is automatically changed until there is no intersection. These steps and the previous
steps are shown in Figure 1, as well as in the following steps [9]:

Step 1. Generation of DXF file starting with a picture

The DXF file contains information of the piece inside the image (Figure 2b), while the CAD
file is generated in 3D but it is exported in 2D (Figure 2a) [9].

Step 2. File transformations (DXF to BMP)

When different transformations are applied, it is necessary to know the dimensions of the piece
and keep the precision nearest between the part in physical (length in mm) and the image
(length in pixels), an analysis applied is shown in Table 1 [9].
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Figure 1. General diagram of the automatic cutting tool selection.
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Figure 2. Principal file, (a) design from CAD and (b) DXF file [9].

Resolution Scale mm Length (pixels) Height (pixels)

800 × 600 4:3 1 15 11

3200 × 2048 25:16 1 62 40

5120 × 4096 5:4 1 100 80

7680 × 4800 16:10 1 151 94

10,000 × 10,000 1:1 1 196 196

50,800 × 50,800 1:1 1 1000 1000

Table 1. The resolution of this system.

The calibration value is also the resolution of this system and is approximately 1 μm. A method
of data extraction [6] is applied to convert the DXF file to BMP file, as shown in Figure 3(a) and
(b). The same distance is then automatically determined in pixels in the image, and a calibration
value is obtained by dividing the distance in millimeters by the distance in pixels to obtain a
relation of mm per pixel:

(1)

Figure 3. Files, (a) design without texture (Wire file) and (b) image (BMP file) [9].
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All the dimensions are known in the DXF file. In order to find the directional gradient of the
edge, image processing is applied.

Step 3. Grayscale to binary image

The workpiece  is a subset  of the image , where it represents a matrix with m pixels
to be stored in an array � in the following way:

t t

t =

Ì Þ =åf fλ λ
1
( )

m

(2)

where � is the total number of pixels in the image and � is the region of the image. After starting
with the image that is shown in Figure 3(b), a transformation (thresholding) is applied to
convert the image of gray scale to binary using Eq. (3):

{ }
= =

> = =åå f f f
1 1

( , ) 128 then ( , ) 1 ( , ) 0
n m

B B

i k
if i k i k else i k (3)

Each pixel has a value of 255 representing the largest tonality (white) and 0 when the minimum

(black) cannot work with this whole range of colors.  (image in gray scale 0 multicolor)

is needed only for two  (binary image), one for the piece (black) and the other for the
rest of the image (white) [9].

Step 4. Labeling of the workpiece into of the image

Figure 4(a) shows the labeling of the image and the piece  (Eq. (4)). Be an image 
white and black in the binary space  , where

{ }
¥

= " Î = = Ú = =e f f f fU | 0 then 0 1 1B
k k k k k

k
if x if then x (4)

Figure 4. Labeling definition, (a) labeling of part and (b) labeling of perimeter [9].
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Or it can also be written as Eq. (5):

{ }
==

é ù é ù= = = È = =ë û ë ûåå e f f f f
0

2

( , ) ( , ) 1 then ( , ) 1 ( , ) 0 then ( , ) 0
m n

e e
m ik

i k if i k i k if i k i k (5)

where  is the labeling image saved in the image of the exit  of Eq. (5), taking half

of the image � = �2  on the axis �. The directional classification of the edge for half of the image

in the point �(�, �) is presented in Figure 3(b).

Step 5. Labeling edge and perimeter

The perimeter  can be obtained from the edge ( ∇� ) of the image  by Eq. (6):

p

q q= + = +ò òP q r r
1

0

2
2 2

0
0

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) 2 1 ') '
z

o
z

dz d (6)

The vector  represents the partial derivative of the piece in the image �(�, �) with respect

to a frame of reference (  are the radii) for each pixel (�(�, �)) (see Figure 4(b).

Another way to calculate an integral is the arithmetic sum of each pixel of the image repre‐
sented with the symbol  for a frame of reference (of �0  to�1 ), with the aim of finding

the perimeter �� [10] that represents the labeled edge, as shown in Eqs. (7) and (8) [9]:

{ { }{ }
¥

=

Ü = + Ú =å E p
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( ( , ) ( , ( )), 1N
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ì ü
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( , ) 1 then ( , ) ( , ), ( , ) ( , )
mm n

p N N
m i Nk

if i k i k i k else i k i k (8)

Figure 4(b) shows the labeling of the perimeter  in the edge of the piece for each point�(�, �).
Step 6. Using partial derivatives to obtain the gradient

There are several methods to obtain the gradient (variations in intensity of pixels) (Eq. (9)), but
among them the Sobel method is selected for its computational easeas is shown in Eqs. (10)
and (11) [11], the gradient generates directional vectors, orientation of the piece, and direction
of the contour of the workpiece:
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Here,  and  are the transformation matrices to generate the edge applied to the image.
The vector gradient represents the maximum change of intensity for the point �(�, �).
The magnitude ( ∇� ) and direction (∠∇�) are given by Eqs. (12) and (13), respectively,

Ñ = +x zf G G (12)

-ÐÑ = 1tan z

x

G
f

G (13)

Figure 5(a) illustrates the vector direction of the edge of the part sample.

Figure 5. Vectors of part, (a) direction vector of part and (b) magnitude of edge direction [9].

Figure 5(b) shows the directional angles according to the trajectory of the edge, when the
gradient is applied to binary image in the part.
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The magnitude and direction of the edge are saved in the variable ���(�, �) using Eq. (14) to
generate the dimension of structural element:

-
-

= =

ì üì üìÑï ï ï ïï<=í í í ýý
ÐÑï ïï ï ïî þîî þ

åå Maq
1

12

1
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if exist edge then ( , )

( , )"direction"

m
n

k m i

f i k
i k

f i k
(14)

Step 7. Automatic tool selections

The workspace is considered according to the size of the piece but it is necessary to consider
other collisions as the turret with the part, these will be considered in future issues [10]. Table 2
shows the common cutting tool, the dimensions of the cutting tool are obtained from manuals
and introduced into the software to be converted into structural elements with the length,
orientation, and radius of the nose, this part is shown in Figure 6(a). Among the common
dimensions are those of 15°, 35°, and 45°, with 9525 mm requiring 36 pixels, 2540 requiring a
mesh of 25.5 square units of pixels, and the structural element requiring 414 pixels, see
Figure 6(a) [9].

Tool for turning Type �(°) Size (mm)
Name Letter Shape � � �� �
1. Right R External 35 19.049 0.406 – –

Internal 125 – –

2. Left L External 197 19.0496 0.406 – –
Internal 19 – –

3. Neuter N External 90 12.699 0.507 – –
Internal 93 – –

4. Knife K External 90 12.699 – – –
Internal 95 – –

5. Drilling D External 60 44.449 – 38.099 12.699
Internal

6. Holder H S16R PCLNR‐L
09

95 71.118 20.141 20.319 19.989

Table 2. Common inserts (structural element).
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Figure 6. (a) Structural element for right insert, (b) incorrect insert and (c) correct insert [9].

There are several conditions for machining between them and it is necessary to determine if
the cut is internal or external, and whether it is an insert right (180° ≤ ∠∇� < 270°) or left
( 270° ≤ ∠∇� < 360°). The common are those that are situated in the last two quadrants, the
first two quadrants are generally used for internal machining. Eq. (15) generates the move‐
ments of the structural element through the image; the angle marks the start of the selection
of the cutting tool in machining :

(15)

where � is the dimension for cutting tool presented in Eq. (16):

(16)

Table 2 shows the common inserts that are generated in structural elements. Figure 6(a)
illustrates a structural element generated with pixels to be moved through the contour so that
the contour matches the nose radius of the tool. The number of pixels in a line according to the
used resolution of 800 × 600 is five pixels; the evaluation is taken from reference [9]. Second,
the pixels that are represented the line in Figure 6(a) are used only to demonstrate the method;
the pixels processed are the inner using centroid method.

When a structural element passes through the edge of the workpiece, it is necessary to know
if this insert is correct, free of intersection, if there is intersection, and if another insert is treated.
The structural element (Figure 6b) is displaced through all the images, when a structural
element (Figure 6b) collides (Figure 6c), other structural element is chosen automatically, this
process is determined in the software itself. The technique for automatic tool selection may be
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to change the radius, length, or angle of the insert according to the inserts, obtained from
handbooks [9].

After the correct holders and inserts have been selected to work on each area, many changes
in cutting tools are probably required. The number of changes can be reduced by ordering the
changes with the next procedure (Eq. (17)):

(17)

To determine the tool path, each pixel should share information with eight neighbors and
follow the path of the perimeter (edge ) in the mesh �[� + �][� + 1].
Step 8. Generation of trajectory

Figure 7(a) illustrates the method of zig using one way, but there are other methods of creating
paths such as zigzag of two paths (back and forth), zig with contour, which follows only the
path of the edge of the piece widely used for finishing and roughing at the same time; the
follow‐periphery that has the function to be used only for finishing; the trochoidal profile is
used in special cases when the piece has peaks, elevations, or very long inclinations; and on
the other hand, the generation of trajectory is used only for rough cutting. To generate the
trajectories, a structural element with the shape of the cutting tool with angle �, length�, and
noise angle � is displaced through all the images from right to left.

Figure 7. Tool selection (final piece), (a) rough turn (zig) and (b) finish turn (zig with contour) [9].

Finally, to move the tool in the image, it is necessary to use a counter (� = 0,� = � + 1) with the
total number of pixels �. This method is obtained by Eq. (18) and is displayed is Figure 7(a) [9]:

{ }{ }
-

-

= =

= = = = +åå Move_Tray f f Tray
1

12

1
( , ) ( , ); ( , ) ( , ) 1 then 1

m
n

k m i
i k i k if i k i k k k (18)
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Machining time is given by Eq. (19):

=

=å
1

n
i

i i

L
T

v (19)

4. Results in lathe

With the proposed method, an image can be directly taken by a camera or other devices for
automatic tool selection. The use of an image generated from DXF file is to compare the
structural elements (part and tool) in pixels using PI; the original dimensions from DXF file
are used to compare them if the design comes from CAD file. This new method, which reduces
the complex, complicated, and difficult to understand mathematical algorithms, shows an easy
simulated viewing for selecting cutting tool. To show the method for automatic selection of
the tool, two pieces were used, the results are presented in Table 2. The generation of trajec‐
tories is shown in Figure 7(a) and (b), and the selection of the tool in Table 3 for the first piece.

Rough turn Finish turn
Area Type Line Type
1 L 1 L
2 L 2 R
3 L 3 L
4 R 4 N
5 N 5 R
6 – 6 K

Table 3. Selected inserts for part of Figure 7.

Figure 8. Tool selection, (a) final piece and (b) thread and rough turn (zig) [9].
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Table 3 shows the results of the selected inserts by applying the proposed method. Where the
numbers represent the area for each insert, and L, R, or N represents the types of inserts more
common than before which was proposed relative to its size.

The second example is presented in Figure 8. The selected cutting tools are presented in
Table 4, where an existing thread machining is represented by the number four and an internal
machining is labeled number five.

Rough turn Finish turn
Area Type Line Type
1 L 1 L
2 L 2 –
3 R 3 R
4 M12_×_1.25 4 –
5 D/L 5 D/L

Table 4. Cutting tool selection for second example.

Figure 9. Final software for tool selection [9].

The developed software is shown in Figure 9. It was developed in Microsoft Visual C++ 2010
and tested in 2D images generated in any CAD software and exported to DXF file.

5. Conclusions

In this work, a new method for automatic tool selection using techniques of image processing
for computer numerical control lathe machines has been presented. The proposed methodol‐
ogy has been implemented in images generated by CAD software and exported to DXF file.
The resolution of this system is determined as approximately 1 μm.
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From this, it is clear that this methodology can be implemented in commercial CAM software
in order to systematize the lathe CNC process. The novelty of this article is the use of image
processing to automatically generate the selection of the cutting tool, the design of the part can
be from a photograph taken from a camera or other device or directly from a CAD.

6. Artificial vision in mill

A 2.5D solid model can be defined as a cut with a series of 2D tool paths at different Z slices
of a 3D solid model. Nowadays, a large percentage of pieces used in the industry have a shape
of contours, where the base face is a plane denominated by 2.5 axis. Automatic tool selection
in milling operation is one of the important steps of process planning. Moreover, at present,
the commercial computer‐aided manufacturing software transfers this task to the worker who
does it based on its own experience, ability, and knowledge. Considerable articles have
reported about the variables that affect the milling process such as material piece selection [7,
12], tool selection [7], cutting conditions [7], tool materials [12], tool sequence [13], cutting fluids
tool selection [12], tool path [6], and control and identification, among others.

The tool selection, task commonly made by a human operator, is an important aspect in
machining processes, since if the tool selected is incorrect, it can produce dimensional errors
in workpiece, possible crashes, and consequently, reject the piece. In this way, some researches
based their principles on the selection of the tool for machining 2.5D parts as in the case of
Ahmad et al. [13], who present an optimization algorithm for the problem of tool sequence [8].
Or the method proposed by Lim et al. [14] who used experimental algorithms using mathe‐
matical Boolean to determine the optimal setoftools in pockets with the integration of CAD/
CAM.

In the same way, Hemant et al. [15] developed an algorithm for the tool selection used by
Veeramani tool, although using dynamic programming, human intervention is necessary
because of its mathematical complexity [4]. The tool selection using image processing based
on the shape is a new method in the literature, the core of this research issimple and easy to
implement algorithms [8].

Although the image processing plays a very important role when the images are manipulated
inside the morphology (opening operation), the main research is the defects by Tunák et al.
[16], the cutting conditions by Sarma et al. [7] and Gadelmawla et al. [3], and the path gener‐
ation by Eladawi et al. [6, 8].

The contribution of this research is the easy way to simulate the cutting path, automatic tool
selection, easy method for 2.5 axis machining in operation of milling, reduction of errors, and
not requiring prior knowledge. The novelty of this work is the use of morphology based on
the image processing applied for the automatic tool selection. The advantages of this method
are: easy to implement, eliminates the decisions and errors when the tool is selected [8].
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7. Introductions

Application of directional morphology in the tool and the workpiece with the sole aim of
finding the selection of the cutters for 2.5‐axis machining in the bibliography is a new proposal.
The method begins by taking the mesh of a 3D object exported to a DXF file (Mejia et al. [8])
or an image taken by a camera. To manipulate this file, it is necessary to extract the coordinates,
lengths, and positions of the pixels generated on the frontier of the piece on the surface. The
pixels are discretized on the edge of the piece to obtain normal vectors and stored in a text file.
The file data gives the necessary information about the orientation of tool when it passes
through that place. The dimensions of the tools are stored and discretized; these were extracted
from the handbook more common in the industry. The resolution of the system depends on
the size of the tool and the complexity of the piece. To improve the algorithm, it is necessary
to reduce the size of the pixels, after the pixels of the tool are displaced on the frontier of the
piece. Each movement of the tool is inspected if there is no collision.

The image processing techniques used are: (a) morphological operations: using erosion and
dilation [17, 18], these methods reduce or increase the contour of the workpiece; (b) binary

image: the pixels that contain a gray scale  are converted to black and white  ; (c)
direction vectors of piece: Sobel model is the common operator because it has better perform‐
ance and is easy to use [19]; (d) extracting piece: the common method is labeling (scan mask)
to register images; (e) Software CAD‐CAM‐CAE: these are the systems that graphics, designs,
and simulates, respectively; (f) 2.5D models: the images in the present article are 2.5D model.
These models are from a single 2D image having a manual axis that is the axis Z; and (g)
structural elements: the cutting tool is represented in pixels, because a greater number of pixels
to represent the cutting tool improves accuracy [8].

The work published by Bithika and Asit [18] applies mathematical morphology to detect
manufacturing defects. It is an example of the application of image processing, using such
techniques for measuring the effect of cutting speed on the surface roughness, which is another
example that provides a new strategy in manufacturing, as presented by Sarma et al. [7].

8. Methodology

This research consists of six steps for machining 2D and 2.5D objects mainly for 2.5‐axis lathe
machines, an image designed in CAD or taken from a camera is extracted and saved to a DXF
file, after transforming the DXF file to the BMP file (image), a binarization is applied to convert
the image to grayscale, the labeling to separate the object of the picture, the perimeter of the
piece is obtained, a partial derivative to obtain the gradient in the edge of the piece is applied,
in step seven, a structure element with the shape of the tool is moved in the image, finally, a
condition is applied to determine if there is no intersection, using mathematical morphology,
especially erosion and dilation to generate automatic tool selection and tool path as it is
shown in Figure 10 [8].
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Figure 10. General diagram of the automatic cutting tool selection [8].

Step 1. Generation of DXF file starting with a picture

The DXF file (Figure 11b) contains information of the piece inside the image (Figure 11a), the
CAD file is generated in 3D but it is exported in 2D.

Figure 11. Original files, (a) design from CAD or camera and (b) DXF file [8].
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When different transformations are applied (DXF to BMP), it is necessary to know the
dimensions of the piece and keep the precision nearest between the part in physical (length in
mm) and the image (length in pixels), an analysis is applied, the calibration value of this system
is in micrometer, the adjustment parameters for 1 mm of 800×600 (scale 4:3, 15×11 pixels) and
50,800×50,800 (scale 1:1, 1000×1000 pixels) [8].

The archive DXF file contains the necessary information about the part that is necessary when
the DXF file is converted to a BMP file, as shown in Figure 12(a) and (b). The calibration is the
relation between the distance in millimeters (distancemm) and the relation of millimeters per

pixel (Relation (mm per pixel)).

Figure 12. Files, (a) design without texture (Wire file) and (b) image (BMP file) [8].

Step 2. Image preprocessing

Binary image: a binary image (  ) in 2.5D is a subset �� of ℜ3 if 0, 1 2.5 represents the

set of functions as �� ⊂ ℜ3 in the set 0, 1 , so that any binary image can be represented by a

characteristic function ��:ℜ3 0, 1 . After starting with the image, a transformation (thresh‐

olding) is applied to convert the image of gray scale to binary using
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where  is the image in gray scale (image matrix of � �� pixels) and ��(�, �) �� is the

result of the transformation of gray scale into a binary image.
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Step 3. Image processing

Detection and labeling of gradient and perimeter in the edge of the piece: The following step
is the binary label, or limitation, of the piece  , see Figure 13(a) (Eq. (22)). Be an image

 white and black in the binary space 

= =

ì üì ü= Þ =ï ï ïï=í í ýý= Þ =ï ïï ïî þî þ
åå

f f
e

f f1 1

( , ) 1 ( , ) 1
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( , ) 0 ( , ) 0

m n
e

j i e

i j i j
i j

i j i j (22)

where  is the labeling image saved in the image of exit �(�, �) �� of Eq. (22). The

directional classification of the edge for half of the image in the point �(�, �) is presented in
Figure 13(b).

Figure 14. Vectors of piece, (a) direction vector of piece and (b) magnitude of edge direction [8].

Perimeter of the piece: The perimeter (�(�)) can be found by applying an edge ( ∇� ) into the

image (�(�, �) ��) to provide information about the shape of the object, and the labeled

perimeter �� can be defined as the position vector for the edge. Figure 14(b) presents the result

of the trajectory of the labeled perimeter �� represented with label "1" in the point �(�, �) of the

image.

Figure 13. Labeling definition, (a) labeling of piece and (b) labeling of perimeter [8].
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Figure 14(a) and (b) show the direction vectors in the contour of the workpiece when image
processing is applied.

The magnitude ( ∇� (�, �)) and direction (∠∇�(�, �)) of the labeling gradient and perimeter
(∠∇�(�, �)) of the edge are saved in the variable  to generate the dimension of structural
element:

ì üæ öÑ Ùï ï" Î $ Ìç ÷í ýç ÷ÐÑï ïè øî þ
MaqS

( , )
( , ) ( , ) : ( , )

( , )p

f i j
i j f x y i j

f i j
(23)

Therefore,

( ) ( )
1 1

1 1

( , ) ( , ) ( , )
j m i n

j i

i j f i j f i j dxdy
= - = -

= =

é ù= Ñ Ù Ð Ñë ûò òMaq (24)

Step 4. Directional morphology

Directional morphologies to generate size of tool, erosion, and dilation are fundamental
operations in morphological image processing, defined for binary images. To grayscale images
and to complete lattices, dilation (�) and erosion (�) are formed by a structural element.

Figure 15. Directional morphology, (a) tool size dilatation and (b) tool path dilatation [8].

Dilation allows thinning of the contour of the part in the image  , using a structural element�(�, �), which is developed in Eq. (25), see Figure 15:

{ }Å = - - +f( )( , ) max ( , ) ( , )A B w q w i q j b i j (25)

Such that (w‐i,q‐j) ∈ DA, (�, �) ∈ ��
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With � functions with respect to � and � [4].

Eqs. (26) and (27) represent fundamental operations of dilation �⊕ �, where � contains all

pixels and � is a structural element of cutting tool with �∧ reflected in � a variation of �:
Ùì ü

Å = Ç ¹ Fí ý
þî

|( )sA B s B A (26)

Equivalently,

Ùì ü
Å = Ç Íí ý

þî
|(( ) )sA B s B A A (27)

Dilation is a joining of the translations of one picture for each pixel of an image B, called
structural element as

Î

Å = U A
i

i

b
b B

A B (28)

Therefore

dd- -

= =

ì üé ù== - == -ï ïÞ Üí ýê ú== + == + ==ï ïë ûî þ
åå

1 1

1 1

(( ( , ) 0)) (( ( , 1) 1)|| (
( , ) 1

1, ) 1|| ( , 1) 1|| ( 1, ) 1

n m

i j

f i j f i j f i
if f i j

j f i j f i j (29)

{ }Q = + + -f( )( , ) min ( , ) ( , )A B w q w i q j b i j (30)

Such that

+ + Î ÎA(w i,q j) D ,( , ) Bi j D (31)

With � functions with respect to � and � [8].

Eqs. (32) and (33) represent fundamental operations of erosion (� � �), and inverse operation
to dilation:

{ }Q = Í( ) |( )sA B s B A (32)
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{ }Q = Í( ) | pA B p B A (33)

The set of edges reduction, elimination of white dots, and the expansion of the small black dots
of an image B are called erosion:

Î

Q = I A
i

i

b
b B

A B (34)

Therefore

dd- -

= =

ì üé ù== - == -ï ïÞ Üí ýê ú== + == + ==ï ïë ûî þ
åå

1 1

1 1

(( ( , ) 1)) (( ( , 1) 0)|| (
( , ) 0

1, ) 0|| ( , 1) 0|| ( 1, ) 0

n m

i j

f i j f i j f i
if f i j

j f i j f i j (35)

Figure 16. Directional morphology, (a) tool size erosion and (b) tool path erosion [8].

Modifying Eqs. (29) and (35) of directional morphology to generate the structural element of
insert and tool path using the workspace boundaries, edge, and the perimeter function of the
piece generating Eq. (39) and as results provided by Figures 16 and 8:

- -

= = =-

ì ü
= +í ý

î þ
åå å

1 1 2

1
1 1 2

( , ) ( , )
n m

i j a
SE i j i j a (36)
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î þ
åå å
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{ } { } ( )
- -

-
= = = -

ì üì üï ï= È È Èí í ýý
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åå å
1 1

1 2 2
1 1 4
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n
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( ){ }- -==2 1 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) eliminate ( )n nif SE SE or SE then SE (40)

where (��1) is the first piece of structural element and (��1) is given by

=-

= + = - È - È È + È +å
2

1
2
( , ) ( , 2) ( , 1) ( , ) ( , 1) ( , 2)

a
SE i j a i j i j i j i j i j (41)

Step 5. Automatic tool selections

Table 5 shows the most common cutting tool. The dimensions of the cutting tool are obtained
from manuals and introduced into the software to be converted into structural elements with
the length, orientation, and radius of the nose, this part is shown in Figure 16(a). Among the
common dimensions are those of 15°, 35°, and 45°, with 9525 mm needing 36 pixels, 2540
requiring a mesh of 25.5 square units of pixels, and the structural element having 414 pixels,
see Figure 17(a) [8].

Tool for milling Type Size (mm)

Name Shape D d L l FI Sd ɸ(°)

Ballnose Milling 0.016 0.016 40.149 15.181 20.417 0.016 0.009

0.200 0.199 20.149 15.181 17.417 0.210 0.099

Endmill Drilling 0.150 0.015 20.149 14.181 16.417 0.015 0.749

Conic 0.099 0.099 25.149 14.181 20.417 0.100 0.049

Milling 0.049 0.049 15.149 7.181 12.417 0.050 0.025

Corner 0.009 0.005 10.149 5.181 7.4173 0.010 0.005

Dovetail 0.309 0.309 30.000 19.999 22.999 0.400 0.200

Chamber 0.349 0.349 40.149 15.181 20.417 0.350 0.210

Counter Facing 0.399 0.399 45.149 10.181 15.417 0.380 0.230

Holder 0.599 0.599 25.149 10.181 15.417 0.390 0.250

Table 5. Common cutting tool (structural element) used.
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The cutting tools are shown in Table 5, where � is the diameter, � is the tip diameter, � is the
major length, � is the minor length, �� is the usable length, �� is presetting, and � is the corner
radius of the cutting tool. The tool is generated from handbooks; although, a real insert as the
drilling cutting tool with a diameter of 5.56 mm (�, 21 pixels) requires a structural element as

a tool of �(20)2 pixels. For more details see Figure 17(a).

Figure 17. Tool selection, (a) structural element and (b) incorrect tool and correct tool [8].

The conditions for machining to determine the cutting tool are given by Eq. (42) that generates
the movements of the structural element through the image, and the angle labels the start of
the selection of the cutting tool in machining .

(42)

The structural element (Figure 17a) is designed to create a trajectory using Eq. (42). To check
the intersection (Figure 17b), it is necessary that the pixels have the same coordinates. The
design of the software to create the automatic tool selection is developed in Microsoft Visual
C ++ 2010, generating a matrix with coordinates (i, j) of the image.

After the correct holders and inserts have been selected to work in each area, many changes
in cutting tools are probably required. The number of changes can be reduced by ordering the
changes with the next procedure:

(43)
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To determine the tool path, each pixel should share information with eight neighbors and
follow the path of the perimeter (edge ��) in the mesh �[� + �][� + 1].
Step 6. Generation of trajectory

In the present article, zig and zig with contour were developments to generate the trajectories.
A structural element with the shape of the cutting tool, with diameter D and longitude, is
displaced through all images from right to left. If there is no intersection between the structural
element and the edge of the piece, other tool is selected [8].

Figure 18. Tool selection (final piece), (a) boundaries identification and (b) rough milling (zig) [8].

Finally, to move the tool in the image, it is necessary to use a counter (� = 0, � = � + 1) with the
total number of pixels �. This method is obtained by Eq. (44) and is displayed in Figure 18(a)
and (b) [8]:

{ }{ }
- -

= =

Ü = = = +åå Maq f f Tray
1 1

1
( , ) ( , ) ; ( , ) ( , ) 1 then 1

m n

j m i
i j i j if i j i j j j (44)

9. Results in mill

A new method is presented for tool selection using directional morphology. To validate the
method, three examples were proposed.

Figure 19(a) and (b) depict machining with tools CB and C with labels “4” and “3,” respectively.
Figure 20 shows four selected tools, using pocket in zigzag with contour, applying dilation
because the machining is external. After this, in Figure 19(c), the machined area (labeled with
“2”) can be seen. In the same way, the piece finally machined with a B tool is shown in
Figure 19(d). Figure 19(e) depicts the final workpiece obtained. In Table 6, parameters of
cutting tool selected by the proposed method can be seen.
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Figure 19. Tool selection for first piece based in residues of pixels [8].

Figure 20. Tool selection for second piece using zigzag with contour [8].
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Rough milling Finish milling

Area Type D (mm) D (mm)

1 B – 0.0157

2 C 0.1500 –

3 C 0.3499 –

4 CB 0.3999 –

Table 6. Selected tools for the first piece.

The second piece is shown in Figure 20. In this case, the piece is machined using zigzag with
contour and boundaries. An erosion operation, to automatically select the tool, applied to the
surface to remove pixels is internal by the geometry desired. The three contours and approx‐
imations of machining with different tools marked with labels “3,” “2,” and “1” are depicted
in Figure 20(a), (b), and (c), respectively. Finally, Figure 20(d) depicts the machined piece.
Table 7 shows the parameters of the three different tools selected by the method (see Table 8).

Figure 21 shows the rough mill with the last piece using zig with contour. Figure 21(a)–(c) with
their respective tool selections. Figure 21(d) shows the finish milling and Figure 21(e) the final
piece.

Rough milling Finish milling

Area Type D (mm) D (mm)

1 B – 0.0157

2 C 0.2000 –

3 C 0.3999 –

Table 7. Selected tools for second piece.

Rough milling Finish milling

Area Type D (mm) D (mm)

1 B – 0.0157

2 C 0.0499 –

3 C 0.1500 –

4 D 0.5999 –

Table 8. Selected tools for third example.
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Figure 21. Tool selection for third piece (rough mill using zig with contour) [8].

Figure 22. Final software for automatic tool selection [8].
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Figure 22 shows the software developed in Microsoft Visual C ++ 2010 for the automatic tool
selection.

10. Conclusions of mill

Image processing for manufacturing three‐dimensional models that require movements in
three axes based on the directional morphology to detect collisions when the workpiece and
the tool are moving is a new method in the literature. The automatic selection of cutting tool
and the generation of tool paths to manufacture pieces in three‐axis machining have been
presented. The advantages of this method arefast and easy‐to‐implement programming, the
proposed method can correctly select cutting tool; traditional methods of morphology as
dilation and erosion in conjunction with edge piece to create tool dimensions and automatic
tool selection are used. In order to diminish the possible error in boundary obtaining, a DXF
file was used to compare and correct it when an image is utilized with a resolution of 1 μm.
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